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预展时间：
2019 年 12 月 14/15 日
10:30 AM - 6 PM
16 日 10:30AM - 3 PM
拍卖时间：
2019 年 12 月 16 日
6:00 PM ( 多伦多当地时间）
地址：
8333 Kennedy Rd.,
Unit 28-31(P1),
Markham, ON L3R 1J5
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001
20 世纪 圆形博古架
CHINESE ROSEWOOD DISPLAYING
CABINETS, 20TH C.

估价：$500 - $800
comprised of two semi-round sections, each
cabinet with tiered shelves of varying height,
shape and size. H: 175cm, W: 96cm each
起拍：$300

002
晚清 酸枝嵌云石靠背椅
A CHINESE SUANZHI LONG CHAIR, LATE QING

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A Chinese Suanzhi long chair with marble plaques insert back, the bench is
supported with four big cabriole legs, 57cm x 186cm x 124.5cm
起拍：$600

004
20 世纪 鸡翅木长椅
A CHINESE JICHIMU
BENCH, 20TH C.

估价：$600 - $1,000
With spindle style back and
armrests, the top section of
the back carved with scrolling
patterns, with a blank round
section at the middle of the
back, the four-round legs
attached by stretchers. L:
98cm, W: 48cm, H:102cm

003
20 世纪 鸡翅木长案
A CHINESE JICHIMU ALTAR TABLE,
20TH C.

起拍：$300

估价：$800-$1,200
Of rectangular shape, the rectangular section
legs joined by a stretcher, covered overall in a
rich reddish-brown lacquer. L: 145 cm, W: 42cm,
H: 86cm
起拍：$500

005
20 世纪 樟木酒柜
A CHINESE
CARVED
CAMPHOR WOOD
CABINET 20TH C.

估价：$300 - $500

The exterior carved with
figures and landscapes,
the top and front and
sides come with hinged
doors. 90.5cm X 87cm X
45cm
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起拍：$200

006
20 世纪 樟木巃
A CHINESE CARVED CAMPHOR WOOD
CHEST 20TH C
估价：$200 - $400
The exterior carved with figures and landscapes.
103.5cm x 62 cm x 50.5 cm
起拍：$100

007
17-18 世纪 黄花梨灯挂椅
A CHINESE
HUNAGHUALI
YOKEBACK SIDE CHAIR
17TH-18TH C.

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Proportioned with slender
members, the top rail carved
with a headrest in the centre
and hidden mortised and
tennoned into the stiles on
both ends, the stiles extending
through the seat frame and
continuing as back legs, a plain
S-shaped back splat tongueand-grooved into the top rail
and tennoned into the seat
frame, the seat of standard
mitre. L:45.5cm W:42cm H:
112cm
起拍：$1,000

008
20 世纪 硬木翘头案
A CHINESE HARDWOOD ALTAR TABLE, 20TH C.
估价：$500 - $800
the top of a floating panel tongue-and-grooved to the frame
with shaped everted flanges, the edge of the frame gently
moulding downward, ll supported on round legs joined by
stretchers.35.5cm x 121.5cmx83cm
起拍：$300

009
晚清 螺钿酸枝靠背椅四把一组
GROUP OF FOUR RADEN INLAID CHAIRS,
LATE QING

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The back inlaid with a marble piece in the middle
surrounded by raden inlaid floral decoration on all
edges, the chair supported on four slim legs with four
stretchers. 93.5cm x 31.5cm x 39.5cm each
起拍：$600

010
20 世纪中 玉石百宝嵌座屏
A CHINESE INLAID&LACQUERED FLOOR
SCREEN, 20TH C

估价：$1,500 - $2,000
Embellished with flower branches and birds applied
with varies hardstone,jade and bones against a jade
panel, supported on a carved hardwood stand, 107cm x
36.5cmx101cm
起拍：$1,000

011
19 世纪 大理石嵌桌凳
MARBLE INLAID HARDWOOD LOW TABLE AND
STOOLS, 19TH C.
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of round shape, with black and white marble inlaid low table
and four small stools. H:31cm Table: 53cm
起拍：$300
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013
19 世纪 紫砂加彩盘和贝雕盘一组
A ZISHA DISH AND A THE MOTHER OF PEARL
DISH, 19TH C.
估价：$400 - $700
The first a zisha dish, painted with flowers in color D:15.5cm.
The second carved with scrolling patterns. D: 16.1cm

012
百宝嵌硬木宝座
GEMSTONE INLAID ARM CHAIR

起拍：$200

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
the back and the arm rests inlaid with gemstones against a sky blue
background. 95cm x 77cm x 109 cm
起拍：$1,200

014
十九世纪 黄釉小盘《大清乾隆年制》仿款 连
盒
YELLOW GLAZED DISH, QIANLONG
MARK, 19TH C. WITH BOX

015
日本萨摩烧人物瓶
JAPANESE SATSUMA GOLDLACQUERED VASE

估价：$300 - $500
Of slightly tapering-square form vase,
估价：$600 - $1,000
The exterior cover with yellow glaze, the base with a the exterior decorated with Japanese
figures within landscape and garden
six-character Qianlong mark. D:16.8cm
scene, the base with square form
Japanese mark, the interior reveals the
起拍：$300
crackle glaze. H: 18.5cm
起拍：$200
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016
元以前 吉州窑木叶纹斗笠碗
A JIZHOU YAO LEAF BOWL
BEFORE YUAN

估价：$600 - $1,000
Potted with curved conical sides rising
from a short tapering foot, covered overall
in a thick lustrous black glaze, the interior
painted with leaf patterns in brown and
white color. D:15.4cm
起拍：$300

017
18 世纪 青花矾红鼻烟壶
BLUE, WHITE & COPPER
RED SNUFF BOTTLE,
18TH C.

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Of cylindrical body to an
waisted neck and an everted
rim, supported on a unglazed
foot ring, decorated with
figures within an interior scene,
the base with peach mark,
accompanied with a stopper. H:
9cm

018
清 龙泉笔海
LONGQUAN GLAZED BRUSH POT,
QING

估价：$500 - $800
Of a cylinder shape, the exterior in celadon
color, incised with flowers. H: 17.5 cm inner
D: 20.5cm, outer D: 23.5cm
起拍：$300

019
清 四足鼎式铜炉
RECTANGULAR BRONZE
CENSER W/ WOOD COVER,
QING

估价 :$500 - $800
The rectangular body applied with
raised flanges at the corners and
sides, rising from four scroll feet to an
everted rim with upright loop handles,
with a wood lid. L: 11cm W: 8cm H:
16cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$500

020
硬木笔筒
LONGQUAN GLAZED BRUSH
POT

估价：$300 - $500
Of a cylinder shape, the exterior in
dark brown color, incised with flowers.
H: 17.5 cm inner D: 20.5cm, outer D:
23.5cm
起拍：$200

021
青花人物小香炉
BLUE AND WHITE FIGURAL CENSOR
估价：$200 - $300
Of globular form rising to an everted rim, the
body decorated with figures within a garden
scene, the unglazed footring reveals the
buffware. D: 12.3 cm H: 8 cm
起拍：$100

022
沉香木珠链
CHENGXIANG WOOD BEAD
NECKLACE
估价：$500 - $800
Comprising of seventy-five
Chenxiang wood beads, all strung
into a necklace, connected with a
metal end, L: 72.5cm
起拍：$300
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023
19 世纪 青花双龙耳抱月瓶对 ( 有修补 )
A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE
MOONFLASK VASES (REPAIRED)

估价：$1,500 - $2,500
A pair of blue and white porcelain moon flask
vases, of the circular body, rising from a splayed
oval foot to a cylindrical neck flanked by a pair
of dragon-liked handles, painted with children
playing, H: 45.4cm
起拍：$1,000

024
晚清 大陶人物罐
POTTERY FIGURE VASE, LATE
QING

估价：$500 - $800
Of baluster form, decorated with two
boys within a garden scene, all against
an unglazed pottery ground. H: 42cm
起拍：$300

025
许达生款浅绛彩花鸟诗文四方
瓶
FAMILLE ROSE CONG VASE,
XUDASHENG MARK
估价：$300 - $500
A cong form famille rose QianJiang
vase flanked with a pair of elephant
handles, body painted with
megpies, cicada, flowers, trees,
poems and signed by the artist Xu
DaShen, H: 33 cm
起拍：$200

026
19 世纪 蝴蝶玉牌挂件
CARVED BUTTERFLY JADE
PLAQUE, 19TH C.

估价：$400 - $700
A white jade pendant, of round plaque
form, openwork with a carved butterfly,
D:5.5 cm
起拍：$200

027
明以前 磁州窑提梁鸡嘴壶
CIZHOU TEAPOT AND COVER,
BEFORE MING

估价：$600 - $1,000
The globular body rising from three feet, set with
a short spout, the cover with a looped handle,
surmounted by an arched handle, incised with
scrolling patterns. H: 20.5cm
起拍：$300
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028
明以前 白釉执手小壶
A WHITE GLAZED
HANDLED EWER,
BEFORE MING

估价：$400 - $700
The gently tapered body
rising to a broad rounded
shoulder and surmounted by
a tall slender neck rising to
a lipped rim, the short spout
set opposite the ribbed
handle. H: 15.3cm
起拍：$300

029
十九世纪 粉彩人物象耳尊
FAMILLE ROSE LADIES AND BOYS VASE. HU W/STAND 19TH C
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
the pear-shaped body supported on a short foot and tapering to a straight mouth
rim, flanked by a pair of handles modeled in the form of elephant heads. the
exterior painted with ladies and small playful boys in a garden scene, comes with a
wood stand. H: 39 cm without stand
起拍：$600

030
青花绘八仙纹碗及原始证书 大清光绪年制
BLUE&WHITE EIGHT IMMOTALS BOWL GUANGXU MARK AND PERIOD
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
The exterior painted with the Eight Immortals, the interior painted with Zhang Guolao under scrolling clouds, the base with a sixcharacter GuangXu mark, comes with a certificate. D:22.5 cm
Provenance: A private collection, purchased in China in 1980, together with an original certificate.
起拍：$3,000
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031
清 鎏金寿老冠饰
NINE CHINESE GILT SHOULAO HAT
FITTINGS, QING

估价：$500 - $800
Nine Shoulao hat fittings in different sizes, framed and
glazed. Approx hat fitting height: 4-5cm each, frame size
57.5 cm x 14.5 cm
起拍：$300

032
明 龙泉青釉折沿花口碟两只（有冲线）
TWO CHINESE LONGQUAN CELADON
DISHES, MING (HAIRLINES)

估价：$500 - $800
The first dish with lobed shallow sides rising from
a short foot to a flat everted barbed rim, incised to
the interior with floral patterns encircled by scrolling
lotus. D: 29cm. The second incised to the interior
with a basket-weave pattern encircled with scrolling
lotus patterns.D: 27.5cm
起拍：$300

033
明 龙泉青釉刻花卉纹钵
A LARGE LONGQUAN CELADON GLAZED FLORAL
BOWL, MING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of a compressed shallow circular form with an incurved rim,
raised on a short foot, the exterior and interior incised with floral
patterns. D: 27.5cm H: 10.5cm
起拍：$400

034
清 墨地素三彩人物瓷板画
FAMILLE-NOIRE FIGURAL PLAQUE, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Moulded and painted with four sages in a landscape,
near a tree, a crane in flight above them, all within a
key fret border. 39cmx25.5cm
起拍：$400
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035
民国 粉彩山水图纹瓷板插屏
FAMILLE-ROSE LANDSCAPE
PLAQUE, REPUBLICAN PERIOD
估价：$600 - $1,000
Painted landscape of river, boat, and mountain,
one seal with a calligraphic inscription, framed.
20cmx11.5cm
起拍：$400

036
王琦（1884—1937）古典人物瓷板画
WANG QI (1884-1937) A FAMILLE-ROSE FIGURAL PLAQUE
估价：$15,000 - $20,000
Painted with two figures in a forest scene, two seals with a calligraphic inscription,
framed. 12.5 cm x 19cm
起拍：$6,000

037
晚清 百花不落地敞口盘《雍正年制》 款
FAMILLE ROSE MILLEFLEUR DISH,
YONGZHENG MARK, LATE QING
估价：$300 - $500
the dish enameled with a dense profusion of flowers
and foliage including chrysanthemum, lotus, peony, lily,
and magnolia, the base inscribed with a four-character
Yongzheng mark. D: 11cm
起拍：$200
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038
晚清 矾红印文小罐
JAR WITH COPPER RED SEAL
MARKS LATE QING

039
清 郎红釉小水钵
SMALL LANGYAO RED WATER
POT, QING

估价：$300 - $500
the ribbed broad body rising from a recessed
base,the exterior decorated with various red
seal marks. D: 15.5cm H: 11.7cm

估价：$600 - $1,000
A copper-red water pot, the globular body
with a convex base and an incurved rim. H:
7.6cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$400

040
定窑暗刻花纹碗
DINGYAO INCISED BOWL
估价：$500 - $800
The rouned sides rising from a short foot,
the interior incised with peony, mounted
with a gilt metal rim. D: 17.6cm
起拍：$300

041
粉彩开光花卉纹壁瓶 《大
清乾隆年制》款
PINK-GROUND
FAMILLE-ROSE WALL
VASE QIANLONG
MARK
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Modelled as a baluster vase
supported on a faux bois
stand, the front decorated with
a large moulded cartouche
enclosing finely painted
pink,red and yellow flowering
peonies growing from one
side, against a pink ground
with scrolling lotus flowers,
the waisted neck similarly
decorated with a stylised shou
character, flanked on either
side with a pair of archaistic
dragon handles, the base
inscribed in gilt with a sixcharacterhorizontal Qianlong
seal mark H: 21.5cm
起拍：$1,000

042
青白玉挂牌
CELADON JADE PLAQUE
估价：$500 - $800
Carved with landscapes, with russet
inclusion. W: 5cm L: 8cm
起拍：$300
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043
粉彩赏瓶《嘉庆年制》款
FAMILLE-ROSE FIGURAL VASE, JIAQING
MARK
估价：$500 - $800
the compressed body rising from a short splayed foot to
a flaring lip, the exterior painted with figures in a garden
scene, the base with a six-character Jiaqing mark. H:
27.8cm
起拍：$300

044
剔黑六方花盆
BLACK LACQUER WARE HEXAGON FLOWER POT
估价：$300 - $500
Of hexagonal form, the steep sides flaring up to a flat everted rim,
supported on a short foot, the body carved with floral and scrolling
patterns. H: 13cm, W: 15.5cm
起拍：$200

045
元以前 黑釉玉壶春瓶
BLACK GLAZED PEAR-SHAPED VASE,
BEFORE YUAN
估价：$600 - $1,000
Pear-shaped body rising from a short foot,
sweeping up to a short cylindrical neck flaring
towards the rim, applied to the exterior with a black
glaze. H: 17cm
起拍：$400

046
李可染（1907-1989）款 童子骑牛图连框
AFTER LI KEREN(1907-1989) BUFFALOS AND BOY
估价：$500 - $800
Depicting a child and two buffalos, color and ink on paper, signed by
the artist with two seal marks. 43cmx25cm
起拍：$300
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048
赵叔孺（1874-1945） 书法对联 水墨纸本
ZHAO SHURU (1874-145) CALLIGRAPHY
COUPLETS
估价：$1,200 - $1,800
Signed by the artist with three seal marks, ink on paper.
129 cm x 32 cm x 2
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起拍：$800

047
章梫（1861-1949） 书法条幅 水墨纸本
ZHANG QIN (1861-1949) CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Ink on paper, three seal marks. 122 cm x 46 cm
起拍：$600

049
且亭款工笔花鸟
连框 设色绢本
QIETIN FLOWER
AND BIRD
估价：$500 - $800
Depicting flowers
and birds, watercolor
on silk. 136.5cm X
59.5cm without a
frame
起拍：$300

050
金龙节（晚清） 圆光扇面带框 绢本
JING LONGJIE FAN WITH FRAME, LATE QING
估价：$400 - $700
Landscape, signed LongJie, one seal, ink and color on silk, with frame.
起拍：$200

052
范昌乾 (1908-1955) 牵牛花
设色纸本
FAN CHANG QIAN (19081955) MORNING GLORY
估价：$600 - $1,000
Depicting orange color morning
glory, among green leaves, signed
by the artist with two seal marks,
color and ink on paper. 137cm x
33cm
起拍：$300

051
李世倬 （1687-1770）款 山水 水墨纸本
AFTER LI SHIZHUO(1687-1770)LANDSCAPE
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Depicting a landscape scene of mountains, river, and
pedestrians, ink on paper, signed by the artist with three seal
marks. 60.5cm x 66cm
起拍：$1,200
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053
黄君璧 (1898-1991)
山水 设色纸本
HUANG JUNBI
(1898-1991)
LANDSCAPE
估价：$20,000 - $30,000
Depicting a landscape
scene of moutains, river
and boats, color and ink
on paper, signed by the
artist with two seal marks.
90.5cm x 53.4cm
起拍：$7,000
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055
于右任 （1879-1964）书法条幅 水墨
纸本
YU YOUREN ( 1879-1964)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$3,000 - CA$5,000
Ink calligraphy on paper, signed by the
artist with a seal mark, ink on paper. 66cm x
33.5cm

056
溥儒 （1896-1963）对联 水墨纸本 挂
轴
PURU (1896-1963) CALLIGRAPHY
COUPLETS
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Calligraphy couplets, two seals, ink on paper,
hanging scrolls, 142.5 cm x 37 cm
起拍：$1,600

起拍：$1,600

054
范昌乾（1908-1985） 梅花设
色纸本
FAN CHANG QIAN (19081985) PLUM BLOOSM
估价：$600 - $1,000
Depicting pink plum trees within
bamboos, signed by the artist with
three seal marks, color and ink on
paper. 137cm x 33cm
起拍：$300
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057
爱新觉罗溥佐 （1918-2001）双马图 设色纸本
AISIN GIORO PUZUO (1918-2001) HORSES
估价：$4,000 - $7,000
Depicting two running horses, ink and color on paper,
signed by the artist with a seal mark. 64.5cm x 40cm
起拍：$2,000

058
钱禄新 清末民国 吹笙遇
仙 设色纸本 挂轴
QIAN LUXIN
ANCIENT FIGURES
LATE QING
估价：$500 - $800
The painting is painted with
ancient figures, signed by
the artist, one seal, ink and
color on paper, hanging
scroll, 150 cm x 39.5cm
起拍：$300

059
彭先诚 (1941-) 丽人行 设色纸本 镜心
此作品系 98 年中国水墨双年展参展作品 江苏画刊出版作品
PENG XIANCHENG (1941 -) TANG DYNASTY FIGURES AND P
估价：$15,000 - $20,000
Paintings of ancient poetry in boneless manner, signed Peng Xiancheng, with three seals of
the artist, ink and watercolour on paper, with frame, published in JiangSu Art Monthly, Vol
10 (1998): 23, accompanied withthe published book, 132 cm x 22 cm.
起拍：$5,000
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060
晚清 陈康候 花鸟 设色纸本 挂轴
CHEN KANGHOU( LATE QING)
FLOWERS AND INSECTS
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
The painting painted with morning glories,
butterfly, dragonfly, and snails, signed by
artist, one seal, watercolor on paper, hanging
scroll, 40cm x 87.5cm
起拍：$1,000

061
王梦白（1888-1934）福寿
图 设色纸本 挂轴
WANG MENGBAI (18881934) PEACHES AND BAT
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Ink and color on paper, depicting
peaches and a bat, signed by
the artist with two seal marks.
165.5cm x 48cm
起拍：$1,600
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061A
清代六状元书法扇面
FAN LEAVES FROM NUMBER ONE SCHOLARS QING DYNASTY
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
钱棨（1743-1799）乾隆四十六年状元 （中国历史上两个“六元状元”（即县试、府试、院试、乡试、会试、
殿试均为第一名）之一。 另一个人是明朝的黄观，苏州的 " 三元坊 " 就是因他而来）
QIAN QI (1743-1799)
王以衔 （1761-1823）乾隆六十年状元
WANG YIXIAN (1761-1823)
翁曾源 （1834-1887）同治二年状元
WEN ZENGYUAN (1834-1887)
黄思永 （1842-1914） 光绪六年状元
HUANG SIYONG (1842-1914)
赵以炯 （1857-1907）光绪十二年状元
ZHAO YIJIONG (1857-1907)
王寿彭 （1875-1929）光绪二十九年状元
WANG SHOUPENG (1875-1929)
Calligraphy, ink on gold-flecked paper, ink on paper, six fan leaves.
起拍：$3000
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061B
清代六状元书法扇面
FAN LEAVES FROM NUMBER ONE SCHOLARS QING DYNASTY
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
汪绎（1671-1706）康熙三十九年状元
WANG YI (1671-1706)
张之万 （1811-1897）道光二十七年状元
ZHANG ZHIWAN (1811-1897)
孙如僅 （1820-1880）咸丰三年状元
SUN RUJIN (1820-1880)
徐郙 （1838-1907) 同治元年状元
XU FU (1838-1907)
张謇 （1853-1926） 光绪二十年状元
ZHANG JIAN (1853-1926)
刘春霖 （1872-1942）中国科举制度最后一位状元， 光绪三十年状元
LIU CHUNLIN (1872-1942)
Calligraphy, ink on gold-flecked paper, ink on paper, six fan leaves.
起拍：$3000
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香港老上海移民遗产拍卖专场 Lot 62-108

063
清 青花平底碗“耕读山房”
BLUE AND WHITE BOWL
GENGDUSHANFANG MARK QING
062
清康熙 青花开光笔筒
BLUE AND WHITE BRUSH POT KANGXI PERIOD
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of cylindrial shape, painted with two panels of landscapes. H:
13.5cm
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起拍：$300

估价：$500 - $800
with low, rounded sides rising from a gently tapered foot
to a flared rim, the exterior painted with blue and white
landscapes, the base with a GengDuShanFang mark. H:
.4.7cm
起拍：$300

064
1/2 安士熊猫金币两枚
TWO GOLD PANDA COINS 1/2
OUNCE
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Two coins worthing 50 yuan each, made in
1987 and 1983 respectively. D:2.6cm each,
Weight: 15g each
起拍：$600

065
18 世纪 青花葫芦瓶
BLUE AND WHITE GOURD
VASE, 18TH C.
估价：$300 - $500
Of gourd shape, with a long neck
and flaring mouth rim, the base
with a double circle mark, the neck
painted with floral patterns in blue
and white, the body in plain beige
color. H: 16.5cm

066
18 世纪 青花婴戏小罐带盖
BLUE AND WHITE JAR WITH
COVER, 18TH C.
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of oval shape, painted with two panels of
figurines in a garden scene. H: 16cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$200

067
清 青瓷三足大香炉
CELADON GLAZED TRIPOD INSENSE BURNER, QING
估价：$500 - $800
One tripod censer of compressed body form with a flared rim, body
embossed with archaic shou patterns, overall covered with light
celadon glaze, D: 22.4 cm, H: 9.5 cm

068
黄任（1683-1768）刻款石砚带木盒
HUANG REN(1683-1768) INKSTONE, WITH
WOOD BOX

起拍：$300

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
The front carved with a duck and the back incised with
calligraphy poetry. L: 14.8cm, W:10cm
起拍：$1,000
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069
16-17 世纪 白瓷花口小碗带盒
GE TYPE BOWL WITH BOX, 16-17TH C.
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A Ge-type bowl, rising from a short tapering foot to a foliate rim,
covered with a white glaze, suffused with a network of black and faint
russet cracks. D: 12.5 cm.
起拍：$600

070
红便邮五分毛像 苏皖边区邮政
RED CHAIRMAN MAO STAMP 1946 FEB
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
China Liberataed area Suwan border area, Kiangsu, Anhui.
1.9cm x 2.5cm Province, 1946 (Feb) Chairman 5 C Red
起拍：$3,000

071
普二天安门未发行蓝色四仟元 中国人民邮政
BLUE TIANANMEN SQUARE STAMP 2ND
PRINT 1950
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Chinese People's Post (R2) 1950 TIAN AN MEN SQUARE
2nd print, unissued 4000 yuan in blue. 2.3cm X 2.6cm
起拍：$1,000
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072
清代 青白玉笑佛
CELADON WHITE CARVED JADE BUDDHA QING
估价：$1,500 - $2,000
Wearing a loose robe, with left arm resting on a stone and right
arm resting on the leg, holding a bead necklace, the stone of
celadon tone, with russet inclusions. H: 8.5cm
起拍：$800

073
亚运会纪念金银币
ASIAN GAMES
COMMEMORATIVE GOLD
AND SILVER COINS
估价：$300 - $500
The first a gold coin with face value of
100 yuan. D: 2cm. The second a silver
coin with face value of 10 yuan. D:
4cm

074
075
明末 “西王赏功”银币一枚
紫砂四方壶
XIWANGSHANGGONG SILVER COIN A SQUARE SHAPE ZISHA TEAPOT
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
An archaic coin carved four characters on the
front. It is from Peasant's revolt at the end of the
Ming dynasty, cast by General ZhangXianZhong,
D: 5cm Weight: 33g.
起拍：$1,000

估价：$300 - $500
Of tapered rectangular shape, attacthed
with a curved sprout and a looped handle.
The base with a four-character Yufeng
mark, the inner of the lid with a Sanhebao
ji mark. H: 11cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$200

076
清 青花托盘“竹林七贤”
BLUE AND WHITE "SEVEN
SCHOLARS" TRAY, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of rectangular shape, painted seven scholars in
a garden scene. L: 24cm, W: 17.6cm
起拍：$400

077
清 五彩人物小天球瓶
FAMILLE-VERTE
FIGURINE TIANQIU
VASE, QING
估价：$300 - $500
With a globular body
surmounted by a cylindrical
neck, painted with scholars
gathering in a garden scene. H:
13.5cm

078
清 白玉平安无事牌
WHITE JADE PLAQUE, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
in lobed shape, with scrolling patterns at
the top, the stone of celadon tone with
minor russet inclusions. L: 5.7cm
起拍：$400

起拍：$200
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079
琥珀鼻烟壶
CARVED AMBER SNUFF BOTTLE
估价：$300 - $500
Of irregular shape, carved with lingzhi. H:
6cm
起拍：$200

080
19 世纪 鼻烟壶一组十八件连盒
EIGHTEN SNUFF BOTTLES WITH BOX, 19TH CENTURY
估价：$800 - $1,200
Assorted of 18 snuff bottles, with various shapes and sizes, materials including porcelain,
amber, and peking glass. H: 6.5cm
起拍：$500

081
熊猫银币五枚
FIVE SILVER PANDA COINS, 1OZ

082
熊猫金币 1 盎司一枚
GOLD PANDA COIN, 1OZ

估价：$400 - $600
the front carved with two pandas, the reverse carved with the
Chinese Temple of Heaven. Face value of 10 yuan, made in 20012005 respectively. D: 3cm

估价：$1,200 - $1,800
the front carved with a panda, the reverse carved with the Chinese
Temple of Heaven. Face value of 100 yuan, made in 1993. D: 3cm

起拍：$200
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起拍：$800

083
清 缠枝纹青花宫碗 《大清光绪年制》
BLUE AND WHITE LOTUS BOWL, GUANGXU
MARK AND PERIOD
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Rising from a short foot, both interior and exterior painted with
lotus flowers, the base with a six-character Guangxu mark. D:
16.7cm
Provenance: Sotheby's 2008 December 18 Auction No.178

084
战国 古玉博古架一对
PAIR OF WOOD SCREEN WITH ARCHAIC JADE
INLAID
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
The first inlaid with two round shape jade plaques, which
incised with scrolling patterns, the second inlaid with two fan
shape jade plaques, warring state period. H: 15cm
起拍：$800

起拍：$1,400

085
元以前 越窑花觚
YUEYAO GU VASE, BEFORE YUAN

086
清 青花斜口大碗 《大清康熙年制》
BLUE AND WHITE BOWL, KANGXI MARK AND PERIOD

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
In gu form, covered with celadon galze, with
linear decorations. H: 17cm

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Resting on a straight foot and steeply flaring at the rim, the exterior painted with scholars
in an outdoor scene, the interior painted with a figurine in a circular panel, the base with
a six-character Kangxi mark. D: 20.5cm

起拍：$2,000

起拍：$1,400
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087
清 青花斜口碗 《大清光绪年制》款
BLUE AND WHITE BOWL, GUANGXU MARK

088
清早期 祥云纹碗 《本立堂制》款
BLUE AND WHITE BOWL, EARLY QING

估价：$600 - $1,000
Resting on a straight foot and steeply flaring at the rim, the
exterior painted with floral patterns in circular panels, the
interior painted with a shou character encircled by bats, the
base with a six character Guangxu mark. D: 12.6cm

估价：$500 - $800
the rounded sides rising from a straight foot to a flared rim,
painted with flowers and clouds. D: 17.6cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$300

089
葵形粉彩盆 《大清光绪年制》款
FAMILLE ROSE LOBED WASHER GUANGXU MARK
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Rising from a short foot, exterior incised with floral and shou
patterns, interior painted with blue-green color, the base with a sixcharacter Guangxu mark. H: 6.8cm
起拍：$500

090
清 青花敞口碗 《大清乾隆年制》（有修补）
BLUE AND WHITE BOWL, QIANLONG MARK
AND P. (REPAIRED)
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
with deep rounded sides, resting on a straight foot and
steeply flaring at the rim, painted in inky cobalt with lotus
flowers, the base with a six-character Qianlong mark. D:
18.9cm
起拍：$600
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092
19 世纪 蓝地粉彩
开光圆罐带盖
BLUE GROUND
FAMILLE ROSE
JAR WITH
COVER, 19TH C.

091
19 世纪 端砚连红木盒
INK STONE WITH BOX, 19TH C.
估价：$300 - $500
The front carved with lotus flowers, a crab and frogs. L:
12.8cm

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Of tapering cylindrical
shape, painted
flowers, and birds
on different panels,
against a cobalt
blue background. H:
42.5cm
起拍：$600

起拍：$200

094
19 世纪 粉彩四方
圆口暗刻八仙瓶
FAMILLE-ROSE
SQUARE VASE,
19TH CENTURY
093
19 世纪 斗彩人物将军罐
FAMILLE-VERTE JAR WITH COVER,
19TH CENTURY
估价：$800 - $1,200

Of baluster form rising from a splayed foot a
straight mouth, accompanied with a domed
cover, the body painted with ancient figures
outing scene. H: 43.5cm
起拍：$500

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The square-sectioned
body rising from
a splayed foot
and surmounted
by a tapered neck,
each facet brightly
enameled the
"hundred antiques"
motif on a green
background. H:
47.8cm
起拍：$600
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095
民国 料器大鼻烟壶两件
TWO PEAKING GLASS SNUFF
BOTTLES, REPUBLICAN P.
估价：$500 - $800
The first of compressed rectangular form,
inside painted with scholars in a garden
scene, with no stopper. H: 8.2cm. The
second of an oval shape mounted within
a metal frame and inlaid with gemstones.
H: 8.7cm

096
清 青玉卧马雕件连座
CELADON MOTTLED JADE HORSE,
WITH STAND, QING

估价：$600 - $1,000
in the form of a recumbent horse turning its
head sharply to rest on its rounded back, with
the front left leg raised and its hind hooves
tucked beneath its body. L: 11.8cm
起拍：$400

097
清 青白玉瑞兽雕件连座
CELADON JADE MYTHICAL BEAST,
WITH STAND, Q
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
the beast turning its head sharply to rest on
its back, looking at the other beast, the stone
of celadon tone, with russet inclusions. L:
7.7cm
起拍：$600

起拍：$300

098
晚清 翡翠腰，头牌一套三件
THREE EMERALD WAIST/ HEAD
PLAQUES, LATE QING
估价：$500 - $800
The first of rectangular shape, carved with shou
and scrolling patterns, 6.5cm x 4.5cm. The
second a pair of waist plaques, incised with shou
and scrolling patterns, the back attach with a
rectangular panel. 5.3cm x2.7cm
起拍：$300

099
清 青白玉有雕工扳指一组五件
FIVE THUMB RINGS WITH
CARVING

估价：$600 - $1,000
five celadon jade rings, one with russet
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
inclusions. average D: 3cm
The first carved with shou patterns, with
minor russet inclusions. the second carved
with shou patterns within wavy background. 起拍：$400
The third in celadon tone, with russet
inclusions, incised with plum blossom. The
fourth carved with xi characters. the fifth
carved with bamboo and linzhi. average D:
3cm
起拍：$600
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100
清 青白玉扳指一组五件
FIVE THUMB RINGS QING

101
古玉龙钩，瑞兽一组三件
JADE BELT HOOK AND TWO
MYTHICAL BEASTS

102
清 碧玉，玛瑙鼻烟壶两件
A SPINACH JADE SNUFF BOTTLE
AND AGATE SUNFF BOTTLE

103
清 道光瓷，牙雕鼻烟壶两件
A PORCELAIN SNUFF BOTTLE AND
A BONE CARVED SNUFF BOTTLE

估价：$300 - $500
The first carved with a dragon's head
forming the hook and facing a reticulated
chilong poised on the arched stem, the
back with rounded button, overall in
the brown tone. L: 9.3cm. Provenance:
Bonhams. The second carved jade beast,
of celadon tone with russet inclusions. L:
4.6cm. The third jade carving, overall in
coffee-brown color. L: 5cm

估价：$300 - $500
The first of oval shape, with a short foot,
carved with plum blossom, overall in spinach
green tone. H: 6.8cm. The second of rounded
rectangular shape, carved with a child and an
ox, the cap inlaid with a piece of green jade. H:
6cm

估价：$500 - $800
The first of baluster shape, painted with a
buddha, and calligraphy, the base with a fourcharacter Dao Guang mark. H: 7.2cm The
second of round shape, the stopper made
from bone. H: 6.5cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

104
木器文房一组五件
A SET OF WOODEN SCHOLAR
估价：$600 - $1,000
The first a cylindrical brush pot. H: 11cm. The
second a paperweight, of lingzhi shape. L:
10.2cm. The third a brush wash, of lingzhi shape.
L: 13cm. The forth a square seal box with cover,
carved with scrolling patterns.L: 6.4cm. The fifth
a stand, with scrolling feet, top carved with
scrolling patterns. L: 8.2cm

105
19 世纪 青白玉雕件一组两件
TWO CELADON JADE ARTICLES,
19TH CENTURY

106
石砚加高古玉雕件两件
AN INK STONE AND A JADE
CARVING

估价：$300 - $500
the first a mini celadon jade carving of
waterpot. H: 2.7cm. The second a celadon
jade carving of a mythical beast, roughly in
a triangle shape. L: 5.1cm

估价：$300 - $500
The first a pink marble inkstone, of oval
shape. L: 11.6cm. The second a jade
carving of a mythical beast. the stone of
white tone, with brown faint. L: 5.5cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

起拍：$300
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107
清 铜鎏金双耳铜炉 《大明宣德年制》款
GILT BRONZE CENSER, XUANDE MARK, QING
PERIOD
估价：$1,500 - $2,000
the compressed globular body rising from a short spreading
foot to an everted rim, set at the shoulder with a pair of loop
handles, the underside cast with an apocryphal six-character
Xuande mark within a rectangle, the metal patinated to a warm
golden-brown tone. H: 6cm

108
清 冲天耳三足铜炉 《大明宣德五年监督工部官臣吴邦佐造》
BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER, XUANDE MARK, QING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
of globular form with strap handles issuing from the rim, standing on
three tapering feet, the base with a sixteen-character XUANDE mark. H:
13.6cm
起拍：$1,600

起拍：$800

110
清 铜龙风纹炉《大明宣德年制》款
CHINESE INCISED BRONZE CENSER, XUANDE
MARK 18 TH C.
109
17-18 世纪 青铜香插
A CHINESE BRONZE JOSS STICK HOLDER 17TH18TH C.
估价：$600 - $1,000
Rising from four short legs to a quatrefoil form cast with a dog
and a vase to the rim. H: 7.5cm
起拍：$300
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估价：$3,000 - $5,000
the compressed body rising from a short foot to a tapering rim,
the body carved with the mythical beasts amongst clouds and
floral patterns, a six-character Xuande mark to the underside. H:
7.7 cm
起拍：$2,000

111
民国 仿青铜器玉雕觥
CELADON JADE POURING
VESSEL , REPUBLIC P.
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
In a rectangular shape, rising from a short
foot, the cap in a mythical beast form, with
a rectangular handle, overall carved with
scrolling patterns. L: 17.1cm H: 11cm
起拍：$600

112
明以前 双耳黑釉瓶
BLACK-GLAZED VASE WITH
DOUBLE HANDLES, BEFORE
MING
估价：$500 - $800
Of an oval shape, rising from a short
foot to a flaring rim, flanked with two
handles. H:15.5cm
起拍：$300

113
清 白釉浮雕寿字纹觚式瓶
WHITE GLAZED GU-FORM VASE,
QING
估价：$500 - $800
of slender beaker form, rising from a splayed
foot to a flaring mouth, moulded with shou
character and plum blossom, covered overall
with a milky-white glaze. H: 17.5cm
起拍：$300

114
白瓷观音
WHITE GLAZED GUANYIN
估价：$300 - $500
the deity modeled seated with one leg raised
supporting the right hand, the left arm
lowered by the side resting on a lotus bud,
clad in a long robe falling into voluminous
folds and opening at the chest, the serene
face with downcast eyes and a gentle smile,
all supported on a rock. H: 13cm
起拍：$200

115
明以前 青釉小罐
CELADON GLAZED POT, BEFORE
MING

116
晚清 太平有象铜瓶
BRONZE ELEPHANT VASE,
LATE QING

估价：$300 - $500
Of cylindrical shape, the belly interrupted
by one filet, the upper section, encircled
by a row of raised circular bosses at the
upper section. H: 6.5cm

估价：$300 - $500
Standing four-square supporting a vase,
the elephant decorated with beads,
the vases decorated with scrolling
lotus above bands of bats and peaches
between narrow geometric borders. H:
19cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$200
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117
清 德化窑观音像
A CHINESE BLANCDE-CHINE FIGURE OF
GUANYIN QING
估价：$500 - $1,000
the deity modeled seated with
one leg raised supporting
the right hand, the left arm
lowered by the side resting
on a lotus bud, clad in a long
robe falling into voluminous
folds and opening at the chest
to reveal an elaborate beaded
necklace, the serene face with
downcast eyes and a gentle
smile, all supported on a base
of swirling clouds. H: 24cm

118
小赏瓶 三件
GROUP OF THREE MINIATURE VASES
估价：$500 - $800
The first, the rounded body rising to a tall neck,
applied to the exterior with a purple glaze
transferring to white with blue splashes. H: 8.5cm.
The second of the compressed body rising from a
short foot to a lipped rim applied with green and
black glaze. H: 7.5cm. The third, of the globular
body, rising from a short foot to a lipped rim,
white glazed and painted with a beast. H: 8.5cm

119
清 德化白瓷人物组像，白瓷仿犀牛脚杯
BLANC-DE-CHINE FIGURE AND
LIBATION CUP, QING
估价：$500 - $800
First a Guandi figure seated on a rocky throne,
surrounded by acolytes, a mule beneath his
feet. Second a libation cup moudled with the
mythical beast and plum blossoms. H: 21.5 cm

起拍：$300
起拍：$300

起拍：$300

120
民国 铜浮雕瑞兽花卉三足盖炉 连座
BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER W/
STAND, W/COVER, REPUBLIC
PERIOD
估价：$300 - $500
The compressed body incised with floral
pattern, rising from three slender legs, the
sides applied with a pair of beast head
handles, the openwork cover with a lion-dog
finial. with a fitted stand. H: 14.5cm w/stand
&cover
起拍：$200

121
粉彩笔筒，水滴，瓷狮一组
PORCELAIN ARTICLES
(BRUSHPOT, WATERPOT, AND
LION)
估价：$400 - $600
the first a cylindrical porcelain brush
jar painted with figures, the base with a
four-character "Xiang rui qi zhen" mark.
H: 11cm. The second a small rectangular
porcelain water pot, rising from four short
triangle feet, painted with a roster and
plum blossom, the cover with three drilled
holes, the base with a four-character
"Xiang rui qi zhen" mark. L:9cm, W: 3.7cm,
H:4.5cm. The third a coffee glazed beast
shaped brush holder. H: 6cm
起拍：$200
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122
晚清 银餐具十套
BRONZE ELEPHANT VASE,
LATE QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Ten sets of a silver bowl, a lobed saucer
and a waisted rectangular plate. The
exterior of the bowl carved with a bird
within plum blossom, the base with a
six-character Taichang mark. The front
of the plate carved with a Eurasian
magpie on a tree. Approx weight: bowl:
76g, saucer: 54g, plate: 78g. Dimension:
bowl: D: 9cm, saucer: D: 9 cm, plate: L:
12cm, W: 9cm
起拍：$300

123
清 绿釉璧瓶，执壶一组
GREEN GLAZED WALL VASE AND TWO EWERS,
QING
估价：$400 - $600
The first a wall vase, of rectangular shape, the front with a
hollowed-out circular pattern, front covered with green glaze.
H: 18cm. the second an ewer, in the form of a wooden water
pot, with a handle and a cover at the top, attached with a short
sprout. H: 24cm

124
清 鸟食罐四个
A GROUP OF PORCELAIN BIRDFEEDERS, QING
估价：$500 - $800
The first a pair of bird feeders with two lug handles, painted with
dragon within scrolling clouds. H: 3cm. The second birdfeeder with
crack glaze, with two lug handles. H: 3.5cm. The third of bud form,
blue and white glazed. H: 3.2 cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$200

125
16-17 世纪 白瓷香炉
A WHITE GLAZED CENSER, 16-17TH C.
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
The compressed globular body rising from three short feet to an everted rim,
covered overall with white glaze.D: 26.9cm
起拍：$2,000

126
17-18 世纪 随形木摆件（沉香木？）
ROOTWOOD(CHENXIANG WOOD?)
SCHOLAR SCRLPTURE, 17-18C
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Of irregular form, attached with a wood stand. H:
31cm
起拍：$2,000
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127
19 世纪 天蓝釉水盂《大清康熙年制》
款带木座
A BLUE GLAZED WASHER W/
STAND, KANGXI MARK, 19TH C.
估价：$500 - $800
potted with low rounded sides incurved at
the mouth and supported on a low tapering
foot, the exterior covered with sky blue
glaze, the base with a six-character Kangxi
mark. H: 6.5cm
起拍：$300

129
16-17 世纪 青花人物故事三足香炉
BLUE AND WHITE FIGURAL CENSER,
16-17TH C.
128
清 粉彩三星报喜瓷板插屏
A FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN
PLAQUE TABLE SCREEN, 19TH C

估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Of tapering cylinder shape, painted with figures,
with three feet attached to the body. H: 12.6cm
起拍：$800

估价：$800 - $1,200
A famille rose porcelain table screen, the
rectangular plaque painted with immortals,
mounted on a reticulated wood stand
carved with blossoms. Plaque: 38cm x
25cm, stand height 54.8 cm
起拍：$500

130
民国 唐卡 四臂大黑天
THANGKA
FOUR-ARMED
MAHAKALA,
REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$800 - $1,200
This Thangka depicts
four-armed Mahakala,
Protector of Marpa
Kagyu. 82cm x 127cm
起拍：$500

131
18 世纪 老佛像挂轴
A BUDDHA
PAINTING 18TH
C
估价：$1,500 - $2,000
A buddha painting
featuring a gautama
buddha sitting on a
lotus blossom, one
hand in vitarkamudra,
ink and colour on
paper, hanging scroll,
156cm x 64cm
起拍：$800
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133
粉彩蝠纹祥云赏瓶《大清
光绪年制》款
FAMILLE-ROSE BOTTLE
VASE, GUANGXU MARK
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
the globular body rising from
a straight base to a tall waisted
neck, overall painted with bats,
shou characters and scrolling
clouds, the base with a sixcharacter Guangxu mark. H:
38.8cm
起拍：$800

132
清 炉钧釉松石釉笔筒 《大清乾隆年
制》刻款
ROBIN'S EGG TURQUOISE
BRUSH POT, QIANLONG MARK
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Of cylindrical shape, covered with a
turquoise glazed and red splash, the base
with a six-character Qianlong mark. H:
11cm
起拍：$600

134
19 世纪 硬木镶螺钿提盒
3 TIERED MOTHER OF PEARL HARDWOOD PICNIC
BOX, 19TH
估价：$600 - $1,000
Comprising a cover above two stacked trays, the cover
secured with a metal rod, all supported on a base frameset with
a humpbacked handle and openwork spandrels, the corners
reinforced with metal mounts extending into ruyi-heads on the
cover, the exterior with mother of pearl inlaid. L: 32cm, W: 16cm,
H: 24.9cm
起拍：$300

135
明以前 磁州窑寿星和葫芦瓷摆件
CIZHOUYAO TWO PORCELAIN ITEMS,
BEFORE MING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The first a standing shoulao figure, holding a walking stick
on the right hand, with a fitted stand. H: 14.5cm without
stand. The second a gourd vase painted with flowers and a
fu character, with a fitted stand. H:10.3cm without stand
起拍：$600
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136
明以前 青瓷水盂和小壶
TWO CELADON GLAZED ITEMS, BEFORE MING
估价：$500 - $800
the first a slightly tapering cylindrical waterpot, rising to a waisted
neck, to an everted rim, attached with a curved sprout at shoulder,
opposing the curved handle, flanked with two small looped handles,
perpendicular to the sprout. H: 8.3cm The second a compressed
ewer with a short straight mouth rim, overall covered with stylized
dry cracks. H:5cm
起拍：$300

137
明 博山银炉带底座
A CHINESE HILL INCENSE SILVER BURNER
BOSHAN LU, MING
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A bronze censer, made to represent the form of the Bo
Mountain (Bo Shan), a mythical land of immortality. H: 13cm
起拍：$1,000

138
明以前 青瓷暗刻小碟两只
TWO DINGYAO INCISED
DISHES, BEFORE MING
估价：$300 - $500
rising from a short foot to a slightly
everted rim, covered with crack glaze,
the interior incised with two fish for
both. D: 15.4cm, 15.7cm
起拍：$200

139
硬石鼻烟壶和人物玉牌
A SNUFFBOTTLE AND A JADE
PLAQUE
估价：$300 - $500
A hardstone snuff bottle covered
overall in brown glaze and an
openwork carving jade plaque, H: 5.5
cm
起拍：$200
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140
刺绣两幅带框
TWO SILK EMBROIDERY PIECES
(FRAMED)
估价：$300 - $500
The first of "the hundred antiques" motif, 26.7cm
x 20cm. The second of round form, revealing a
child and a mythical beast, encircled by scrolling
patterns. D: 32.5cm
起拍：$200

141
青瓷盖盒
A CHINESE CELADON INCISED
COVER BOX
估价：$300 - $500
of a compressed globular form resembling
a melon with lobed sides and cover
moulded with a flower, applied overall
with a light blue glaze. W: 9cm
起拍：$200

142
19 世纪 镂空雕手提小银盖盒
A SILVER RETICULATED
HANGING BOX, 19 TH C
估价：$300 - $500
Of rectangular shape, rising from four
semi-sephere feet, the hinged cover in
domed shape attached with a handle,
pieced with floral patterns. L: 9cm, W:
7cm, H: 5.5cm without a handle.

143
清 料器摆件
A BLUE PEKING GLASS BALL,
QING
估价：$300 - $500
Of globular shape, in cobalt blue,
sitting on a lotus flower-shaped metal
stand, with a lotus flower shape finial
on top. H: 6.5cm with stand

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

145
百花不落地小碗一对 《大清宣统年制》款
A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE MILLEFLEUR BOWLS,
XUANTONG MARK
144
珊瑚圆珠项链
CORAL NECKLACE
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
With total of 25 momo coral beads, the clasp made
from silver, diameters of each bead varies from
1.56cm to 1.99cm

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Rising from a short foot to a flaring rim, the exterior paint with
lotus flowers, with shou characters, the base with a six-character
Xuantong mark. D: 9.9cm each
起拍：$600

起拍：$1,200
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温哥华华人家族收藏 : Lot 146-175
146
赵少昂 (1905-1998) 花鸟
连框 设色纸本 镜心
ZHAO
SHAOANG(1905-1998)
FLOWERS AND BEES
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Depicting flowers and bees,
signed by the artist with two
seals on painting, framed, 37
cm x 30 cm
起拍：$3,000

147
赵少昂 (1905-1998) 花鸟
连框 设色纸本 镜心
ZHAO
SHAOANG(1905-1998)
FLOWERS AND A BIRD
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Depicting flowers and a bird,
signed by the artist with two
seals on painting, framed, 37
cm x 30 cm
起拍：$3,000

149
掐丝珐琅嵌玉盖盒
A CLOISONNE JADE INSERT
COVER BOX

148
扳指一组三个
A GROUP OF RINGS
估价：$400 - $600
Of celadon tone, one with russet
inclusions. D: 3cm, 2.8cm, 3cm
起拍：$200
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估价：$600 - $1,000
Of rounded rectangular shape,
the cover inlaid to the center with
an oval pale celadon jade plaque
carved in deep relief with a mythical
beast. The side decorated with
magpies and lotus flowers, the
interior painted in blue color. L: 8cm,
H. 5.5cm
起拍：$400

149B
清 窑变釉水盂 求和美玉珍玩款
A FLAMBE GLAZED WATERPOT
QING
149A
暗刻诗文玉扳指带底座
AN INCISED JADE RING W/STAND
估价：$600 - $1,000
potted with curved conical sides rising from a
short tapering foot, covered overall in a thick
lustrous black glaze, the interior painted a leaf
pattern in brown and white color. D:12cm

估价：$500 - $800
A porcelain waterpot, of globular form,
overall covered in bluish-purple glaze, six
characters QiuHeMeiYuZhenWan mark on
the base, H: 8 cm

149C
18 世纪 骑士铜鎏金像
A GILT BRONZE KNIGHT
FIGURE 18TH C
估价：$500 - $800
A gilt bronze knight riding on his
beast, H: 8 cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$300

起拍：$300

149D
18 世纪 大黑天神铜鎏金像
A GILT BRONZE FIGURE OF MAHAKALA 18TH C.

估价：$3,000-$5,000
A gilt bronze figure of Tibet, wrathful god Mahakala in his Bhairava form
(with sword). H: 12.5 cm with stand

149E
17-18 世纪 五彩水草鱼纹小将军罐 A
WUCAI WATER GRASS AND FISH JAR
17TH-18TH C.
估价：$1,200-$1,800
A jar of bluster form painted with water grass
and fish, H: 12 cm
起拍：$600

起拍：$1,200
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150
元以前 吉州窑木叶纹斗笠碗
A JIZHOU YAO LEAF BOWL BEFORE YUAN
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
potted with curved conical sides rising from a short tapering foot,
covered overall in a thick lustrous black glaze, the interior painted a
leaf pattern in brown and white color. D:12cm
起拍：$600

151
元以前 褐釉扁壶
A BROWN GLAZED FLASK VASE, BEFORE YUAN
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
modeled as a moon flask with mask handles, rising from a
straight foot to an everted mouth rim, with looped handles at
shoulder, both sides incised with floral patterns. H: 12cm
起拍：$600

152
嵌银丝青铜香炉
BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER WITH SILVER INLAY
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
the compressed globular body raised on three short conical feet,
body incised with scrolling clouds. H: 9cm

153
汉 谷纹玉璧连盒
JADE BI DISC, HANG

起拍：$800

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
of circular section centered with an aperture, each side
carved with a dense network of raised spirals, the inner and
outer edges with a raised rim. D: 13.3cm
起拍：$1,000
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154
粉彩虞美人图盘 大清雍正年制
A FAMILLE ROSE POPPY DISH YONGZHENG MARK
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
The interior is painted with pink and yellow poppies, six character
YONGZHENG mark within a double circle, D: 20cm, H: 4.2 cm
起拍：$1,200

155
粉彩花卉图盘 大明成化年制
A FAMILLE ROSE FLOWER DISH CHENGHUA
MARK
估价：$600 - $1,000
The interior is painted with flowers, rocks, and fence, sixcharacter CHENGHUA mark within a double circle. D: 15 cm, H:
3.8 cm
起拍：$300

156
青瓷暗刻花纹碗
A CELADON INCISED BOWL
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
A celadon glazed bowl, of rounded sides supported on a short
foot, incised to the both interior and exterior with floral sprays,
overall covered in soft green glaze , diameter, D: 16.9 cm
起拍：$1,000

157
青瓷龙纹大盘 《大清乾隆年制 》款
A LARGE CELADON GLAZED DRAGON PLATE
QIANLONG MARK

估价：$500 - $1,000
The interior incised with a dragon encircled with floral
patterns, the base with a six-character Qianlong mark. D: 40.9
cm
起拍：$300
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158
晚清 粉彩人物赏
瓶 《大清康熙年
制》
FAMILLE-ROSE
VASE, KANGXI
MARK, LATE
QING
估价：$800 - $1,200
Of tapering
cylinder shape,
with a waisted
neck, with curved
sides culminating
in an everted lip,
the base with a sixcharacter Kangxi
mark. H:35.5cm
起拍：$500

159
明以前 银边青瓷暗刻纹斗笠碗
GLAZED BOWL SILVER MOUNTED(HAIRLINE)
BEFORE MING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A celadon conical bowl, of steep rounded sides rising from a
short foot, covered in an even layer of light green glaze, the
interior incised with ocean waves, rim-mounted with silver,
the bare base reveals the buff body. D:16.8cm
起拍：$600

160
明 青花福狮纹斗笠碗《大明嘉靖年制》连盒
BLUE AND WHITE FU LION BOWL, JIAJING MARK,
MING
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
The exterior painted with peony and lions, the interior painted an
encircled peony, the base with a six-character Jiajing mark. D: 17.3cm
起拍：$3,000

161
19 世纪 铜花觚对《大明宣德年制》
款
A PAIR OF BRONZE GU VASES,
19TH C.
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of gu form, rising from a short foot, carved
with archaic patterns, the base with a sixcharacter Xuande mark. H:26.5 cm each
起拍：$400
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162
18 世纪 白玉带钩
WHITE JADE BELT HOOK, 18TH C.
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Of celadon tone, one with russet inclusions. D: 3cm, 2.8cm, 3cm
起拍：$2,000

164
青玉寿牌 连座
CELADON JADE SHOU
PLAQUE W/STAND
估价：$300 - $500
Of an oval shape, carved with
character shou, encircled
with scrolling patterns. L:7cm,
W: 5cm
起拍：$200

165
青玉童子牌 连座
CELADON JADE W/
STAND
估价：$300 - $500
Of a round shape, carved
with two children. D: 5.5cm

163
清 青玉长命富贵牌 连座
CELADON JADE PLAQUE W/STAND, QING

起拍：$200

估价：$600 - $1,000
In a rectangular shape, incised with chang ming fu gui
((long life, riches, and honor). The reverse incised with
the landscape. L: 7.7cm W:5.6cm
起拍：$300
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166
青玉灵芝挂件 连座
CELADON JADE LINGZHI
PLAQUE W/STAND
估价：$300 - $500
Of an oval shape, carved with lingzhi
on both sides, inside hallowed out. L:
6.8cm W: 5cm
起拍：$200

169
青玉双喜牌
CELADON JADE
DOUBLE HAPPINESS
PLAQUE, 19 TH C
估价：$500 - $800
the plaque carved with
"shuangxi" meaning double
happniness, with a butterfly
on the top. L: 7cm W: 4.8cm
起拍：$300

估价：$300 - $500
Of green celadon tone, carved with
fu character on one side, cranes on the
reverse. L:12.9cm W:8.8cm

估价：$500 - $800
Of compressed spherical form, with a
coral stopper. H: 6.6cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$200

170
十九世纪 马上封侯玉雕摆件
CARVED CELADON JADE
HORSE AND MONKEY, W/
STAND 19TH
估价：$500 - $800
The recumbent horse with its legs
tucked underneath having the head
sharply back to look at a small monkey.
The stone of a greenish-white tone
with russet inclusions. L: 5.4 cm H: 3cm
without stand
起拍：$300
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167
青玉福挂件 连座
CELADON JADEITE FU PLAQUE,
W/STAND

168
19 世纪 青玉鼻烟壶
CELADON JADE SNUFF
BOTTLE, 19TH C.

171
清 青玉卧兽雕摆件 连座 玉扳指一组
A JADE CARVED ANIMAL, A JADE
THUMB RING, QING
估价：$500 - $800
The first a celadon jade carved two animals.
H: 1.7cm without stand. The second a celadon
jade thumb ring, incised with ruyi patterns,
with russet inclusions. D: 3cm
起拍：$300

172
清 三羊开泰玉摆件
A CELADON JADE, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Rendered in the form of a
large recumbent ram, depicted
with legs tucked beneath its
body, grasping a lingzhi stem,
accompanied by two smaller
rams. H: 3.1cm L: 6cm
起拍：$400

173
清 玉茄子昆虫摆件 连座
A CARVED JADE EGGPLANT WITH
INSECT, QING
估价：$500 - $800
carved in the form of an eggplant borne on a
leafy stem detailed with a ladybug. L: 6cm
起拍：$300

174
清 花卉纹玉带钩
A CELADON JADE BELT HOOK, QING
估价：$300 - $500
Of a varying tone of celadon jade, carved with a
chilong-head terminus extending from the bowed
body, carved floral pattern on the body, a flat oval
button on the reverse L: 9cm
起拍：$200

175
清 玉烟嘴两个
TWO JADE MOUTH
PIECES, QING
估价：$300 - $500
The first of a greenish jade with
a green and purple tone. H: 7cm
The second of celadon jade with
brown and russet inclusion. H: 4.5
cm
起拍：$200

177
清 青玉小碗
A SMALL CELADON JADE
BOWL, QING
176
曾鹤庆 1948 画瓷桌屏一套
ZENG HEQING FOUR-PIECES FAMILLE ROSE TABLE
SCREENS, 1948
估价：$500 - $800
Each painted with figures in a garden scene on porcelain plaque, with
calligraphy, 11.2 cm x 19 cm each

估价：$600 - $1,000
deep rounded sides rising to a gently
everted rim, supported on a neatly
cut footring, the lustrous stone of
even white color. D: 7cm
起拍：$400

起拍：$300
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178
清 白玉带皮鼻烟壶
A WHITE JADE SNUFF
BOTTLE, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of pebble form, carved with
mythical beasts, overall in celadon
tone with russet inclusions. H:
8.5cm
起拍：$400

179
黄地套红料花鸟图罐
A YELLOW RED OVERLAY YELLOW
GLASS JAR
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of ovoid form, incised in high relief through a
layer of red glass, revealing magpies in plum
blossom. H: 8.3cm
Provenance: Property from the Collection of
the Halim Time and Glass Museum, Evanston,
Illinois. Formly in the collection of Ina and
Sandford Gadient. Past sold lot from Sotheby's
New York.
来源：美国伊利诺伊州，伊文斯顿市 Halim Time
玻璃博物馆旧藏。Gadient 家族旧藏。纽约苏富比
拍品。
起拍：$300

180
白地套绿料双龙戏珠瓶连盖
A CHINESE GREEN OVERLAY
WHITE PEKING GLASS
估价：$800 - $1,200
Of meiping form, carved through the green
layer with a dragons chasing a pearl motif,
comes with a wood cover. H: 17cm without
cover
Provenance: Property from the Collection
of the Halim Time and Glass Museum,
Evanston, Illinois. Formly in the collection
of Ina and Sandford Gadient. Past sold lot
from Sotheby's New York.
来源：美国伊利诺伊州，伊文斯顿市 Halim
Time 玻璃博物馆旧藏。Gadient 家族旧藏。纽
约苏富比拍品。
起拍：$500

181
紫红料花鸟图碗
A PAIR OF CHINESE MAUVE PEKING GLASS BOWLS
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
with steeply rounded sides rising to an everted rim, each deeply carved
around the sides with love birds and a parrot perched on flowering branches.
D: 17 cm
Provenance: Property from the Collection of the Halim Time and Glass
Museum, Evanston, Illinois. Formly in the collection of Ina and Sandford
Gadient. Past sold lot from Sotheby's New York.
来源：美国伊利诺伊州，伊文斯顿市 Halim Time 玻璃博物馆旧藏。Gadient 家族旧
藏。纽约苏富比拍品。
起拍：$700
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182
清 嵌银丝观音菩萨坐像《石叟》款
A CHINESE SILVER INLAID BRONZE
GUANYIN FIGURE,QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
the right knee raised supporting both hands with
one holding a scroll, clad in long flowing robes
falling into voluminous folds and draped over by
a shawl, the garments embellished by lotus scrolls
and stylized clouds, reverse inlaid with a Shisou
mark. H: 31cm
起拍：$600

183
元以前 陶壶，陶罐两件
TWO CHINESE POTTERY ARTICLES,
BEFORE YUAN

184
民国 青玉镂雕带钩
A CARVED JADE BELT BUCKLE,
REPUBLIC P.

估价：$500 - $800
The first a pear-shaped pottery vase, rising
from a short foot to a slightly splayed neck,
to a lipped mouth rim, cover with nude glaze
and decorated with black dots. H:12cm The
second a compressed water pot, rising from a
short foot, the mouth rim encircled with leaf
patterns. H: 4cm

估价：$300 - $500
each half-carved to one side in openwork
with a pair of deer and a crane, the
underside of each with a raised circular
panel, one terminating in a dragon-head
hook, the other with an aperture. L: 14cm
(together).

起拍：$300

186
玉把件四个
FOUR PIECES JADE ARTICLES
估价：$300 - $500
The first a jade carving of cicada, of
celadon tone with russet inclusions, with
cracks and fracture. L: 7.5cm. The second
a celadon jade ring with russet inclusion,
with a metal shou attachment. D: 3.2cm.
The third a jade mouthpiece with green
faint and russet inclusion. L: 5cm. The
forth a metal mounted jade hairpin L:
7.5cm
起拍：$200

185
清 玉勾连谷纹璏
A JADE SCABBARD
SLIDE,QING
估价：$300 - $500
of rectangular form, carved to the top
with the 'continuous grain' pattern, the
of an even celadon tone. L: 4.4cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$200

187
鼻烟壶三个
THREE PORCELAIN SNUFF BOTTLES
估价：$300 - $500
The first of flattened round form, rising from a
short foot rim, the body molded with figures in
a blurry manner, the stopper inlaid with celadon
jade. H: 6.8cm The second of baluster form,
attached with a stand, the body painted with
landscape and figures. H: 9.5cm with stand. The
third molded with mythical beasts and scrolling
clouds, covered with green glaze. H: 8.5cm
起拍：$200

188
料器鼻烟壶四个
FOUR PEKING GLASS SNUFF
BOTTLES
估价：$300 - $500
The first of meiping shape, faceted
banded form, in grey-white tone,
attached with a stand. H: 8cm
with stand. The second of tapering
cylinder form, in white tone, the
stopper inlaid with a purple stone,
attached with a stand. H: 7.5cm with
stand. The third of the rectangular
shape, incised with archaic
calligraphy in black ink. H: 6.5cm
with stand. The fourth of rounded
rectangular form, rising from short
foot,in an overall green tone. H:
6.7cm
起拍：$200
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191
晚清 硬石翡翠胸针两件
TWO CHINESE CORAL BROOCHES
LATE QING

189
绿松石鼻烟壶两个
TWO TURQUOISE SNUFF BOTTLES
估价：$300 - $500
The first of trapezoid shape, both sides carved
with archaic beast patterns. H: 5.5cm The second
起拍：$200

190
青玉镂雕鼻烟壶
A CARVED JADE SNUFF
BOTTLE
估价：$600 - $1,000
The ovoid body pieced with
scrolling patterns, the upper and
lower carving parts are separated
layers from the bottle. Overall
in celadon tone with russet
inclusion. H: 8.5cm

估价：$200 - $300
The first a brooch with hardstone inlaid,
carved with flowers in high relief. L: 5.5cm
The second with five bats arranged around
the central apple green jade SHOU character,
mounted on a silver plaque. D: 5cm
起拍：$100

起拍：$300

192
孔雀石胸针和耳环一对
A CHINESE
MALACHITE
BROOCH AND A
PAIR OF EARCLIPS
估价：$200 - $300
malachite inlaid on metal
bases, the stones carved
with the peony in high
relief. brooch L: 4cm. Ear
clip: L: 2cm
起拍：$100
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193
掐丝珐琅小水盂带勺 乾隆年制
CLOISONNE ENAMEL WATERCOUPE WITH
SPOON QIANLONG
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A Chinese cloisonne enamel watercoupe, of globular
body, painted with plum blossoms and poem on a blue
background, four characters Qianlong mark on the base,
accompanies with a small spoon, H: 6 cm
起拍：$1,200

194
清 硬石嵌带扣两对
TWO CHINESE HARDSTONE
BELT BUCKLES, QING
估价：$300 - $500
The first embellished with a purple
stone in the center, the sides inlaid
with green stones.L: 9.3cm together.
The second embellished with a
brownish stone in the center, the
sides inlaid with green stones.L: 10cm
together.
起拍：$200

195
民国 粉彩南极仙翁像
A FAMILLE ROSE
SHOULAO FIGURE,
REPUBLIC P.
估价：$300 - $500
A famille rose figure,
depicting Shou longevity
immortal holding a
peach and a gourd,
accompanied with a
crane, H:33.5 cm
起拍：$200

196
清 景泰蓝寿字赏瓶
A CLOISONNE CHARACHTERS VASE, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A cloisonne vase, of baluster body, painted with ancient
Chinese SHOU characters and geometric patterns on a
blue ground, H: 31 cm
起拍：$400

197
19 世纪 粉彩古典人物赏瓶 大清乾隆年
制款
A FAMILLE ROSE FIGURES VASE
QIANLONG MARK, 19TH C.
估价：$500 - $800
A famille rose vase, of ovoid body surmounted
by a trumpet mouth, painted with ladies and
children playing, reserved on a white-glazed
ground, six-character Qianlong mark on the
base, H: 24.5 cm
起拍：$300

198
明以前 双耳鱼纹瓶
A DOUBLE EARS FISH
POTTERY VASE, BEFORE
MING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A pottery vase of ovoid shape
with two small handles, painted
with fish and ocean waves
against on a brown glazed
ground with irregular network of
crackling, H: 15 cm
起拍：$300

199
民国 送子观音像和多子佛像
GUANYIN AND BUDDHA, 19TH C.
估价：$300 - $500
The first a porcelain figure of Songzi Guanyin,
seated on a lotus flower with the right hand
cradling a boy on the knee, dressed in robes,
open at the chest and falling in thick folds
over the body, the boy with a smile. H: 25.5cm.
The second a famille rose Buddha Maitreya,
surrounded by five kids. H: 19.8cm without
stand
起拍：$200
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201
晚清 石砚和水晶人物雕件
AN INK STONE & A
CARVED CRYSTAL FIGURE,
LATE QING

200
创汇期 玉石金鱼对
A PAIR OF HARDSTONE CARVED
GOLD FISH 20TH C.

估价：$300 - $500
The first an inkstone, carved with
a dragon and scrolling clouds.
L: 22.9cm. The second a crystal
carved standing figurine, with
stand. H: 9cm without stand
起拍：$200

估价：$300 - $500
Of celadon tone, accompanied with fitted stands.
approx length: 15cm each
起拍：$200

203
民国 铜骑士摆件
A BRONZE KNIGHT
FIGURE, REPUBLIC P.
估价：$300 - $500
modeled as a man seating
on a donkey, the upper
part is removable. H: 14cm

202
紫砂花盆三个和粉彩小笔筒
THREE ZISHA PLANTERS AND A FAMILLE
ROSE BRUSHPOT

起拍：$200

估价：$200 - $300
The first a pair of zisha square flower pots, in dark red
tone, carved with landscapes, and calligraphy on sides,
with drilled holes underneath. H: 7.5cm each. The second
a tapering hexagonal flower pot, with seven drilled holes
underneath, carved with calligraphy and flowers. H: 8.3cm.
The third a square brush pot, painted with landscapes in
famille rose. H: 8.8cm
起拍：$100

205
青花茶盏对 《康熙年制》款
A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE TEA
CUPS KANGXI MARK
204
清 粉彩小将军罐对
A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE JARS QING
$300 - $500
Of baluster form, rising from a short foot to a straight
mouth rim, painted with red and purple flowers. H:
20.5cm with cover=
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起拍：$200

估价：$300 - $500
A pair of blue and white teacups with
covers, painted with birds, flowers and rock,
accompanied with saucers, six-character
KANGXI mark on the center of the cover, H: 9.5
cm
起拍：$200

207
清 铜水盂和白瓷水滴
A BRONZE WATERPOT& A WHITE GLAZED
WATERCOUPE QING

206
清 夏装龙纹服
A EMBROIDERED SILK SUMMER DRAGON
ROBE QING

估价：$300 - $500
The first a compressed water pot, rising from a short foot to
an everted rim, the top carved with mythical beasts. D: 5.5cm.
The second a porcelain watercoupe, in the shape of a lion
holding a ball. H: 7.7cm
起拍：$200

估价：$1,200 - $1,800
This delicate silk gauze summer robe shows counted stitch
embroidery with gold-wrapped and bright silk threads with
eight dragons and auspicious emblems above crashing
waves and lishui stripe. Length: 122cm
起拍：$800

208
公元前 葫芦形钱纹陶罐
A GOURD SHAPE POTTERY
JAR BEFORE CENTURY
估价：$300 - $500
Of gourd shape, the exterior carved
with hexagon and square patterns,
flanked with two S-shaped handles. H:
13cm

209
公元前 旋纹双耳陶罐
A DOUBLE EAR POTTERY JAR
BEFORE CENTURY
估价：$300 - $500
of broad rounded form with twin tubular
handles and slightly everted rim, overall in
light grey color. H: 11cm

210
元以前 河南窑黑釉瓜棱双耳壶
HENANYAO BLACK GLAZED
MELON SHAPED VASE, BEFORE
YUAN
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Rising from a splayed foot to an oval
melon-shaped body and a straight neck,
flanked with two looped handles, covered
with black glaze. H: 19.5cm
起拍：$800

起拍：$200

起拍：$200
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211
粉彩开光碗 大清嘉庆年制
A FAMILLE ROSE BOWL, JIAQING MARK AND PERIOD
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Rising from a straight foot, with curved sides culminating in an everted lip,
exterior painted with lotus flowers in panels, the base with a six-character
Jiaqing mark D: 19cm
起拍：$1,200

212
清 财神铜像
A BRONZE FIGURE OF THE GOD OF
WEALTH, QING
估价：$500 - $800
the God of Wealth seated on a rockwork
pedestal with his right foot resting on an
outcrop, with a mythical beast at the left hand,
and a cap with a flaming jewel emblem. H:
19.5cm
起拍：$300

213
唐 仕女俑一对
A PAIR OF POTTERY SEATING
COURT LADIES, TANG
估价：$500 - $800
A pair of court ladies, with hair neatly tied,
one holding a handscroll, the other one
holding an instrument, wearing a long and
loose robe, the bodies glazed covered with
green and yellow/brown glaze, attached
with a wood stand. H: 20.8cm without stand.
起拍：$300
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214
19 世纪 粉彩人物台灯一对
A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE VASES,
LATE QING
估价：$400 - $600
Each of baluster form, the body decorated with
figures, drilled and made to a lamp, a hole a
jade plaque is attached to each light bulb cover,
attached with a fitted stand. H: 63cm
起拍：$200

215
窑变釉双耳鹿头尊
DOUBLE EAR FLAMBE VASE
估价：$500 - $800
Robustly potted with a pear-shaped
body rising from a short spreading
foot to a short-waisted flaring neck
flanked by a pair of deer handles, H: 28
cm
起拍：$300

216
晚清 老天利景泰蓝赏瓶一对 连
座
A PAIR OF CLOISONNE
LAOTIANLI VASES,W/
STAND LATE QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Resting on a narrow splayed foot
rising to angular shoulders below a
slim cylindrical neck and everted rim,
each side enameled with stylized
white lotus and plum, the base with
a four-character laotianlizhi mark. H:
15cm without stand

217
19TH C. 老玉雕鸭
A CELADON JADE DUCK, 19TH C.
估价：$500 - $800
Modeled with the duck's head turned
slightly to the left and wings neatly tucked,
of celadon tone with russet inclusions. L:
8cm
起拍：$300

218
清 西藏铜钵
A TIBITIAN BRONZE BASIN
估价：$300 - $500
Of compressed globular shape, the
exterior incised scrolling patterns, the
interior carved with an encircled figure of
the archaic god. H: 6cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$600

219
17-18 世纪 绿釉大花盆带盖
LARGE GREEN GLAZED PLANTER
WITH COVER, MING

221
明 越窑小碗
CHINESE YUEYAO BOWL, MING
220
明以前 磁州窑梅瓶
CHINESE CIZHOU YAO
BOTTLE VASE MEIPING
BEFORE MING

估价：$500 - $800
with an everted rim, incised around the exterior
with lotus flowers, with a wooden ribbed cover. D: 估价：$600 - $1,000
45.5cm
The generously rounded baluster
body tapering towards a splayed
起拍：$300
foot, with a lipped rim, the body
incised scrolling patterns and
flowers. H: 22.5cm

估价：$800 - $1,200
Of conical form, the steep flaring sides supported
on a straight foot, the exterior deftly divided
into narrow vertical ribs, the interior incised with
blooming flowers. D: 14.5cm
起拍：$600

起拍：$400
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223
粉彩迷你葫芦瓶对 《咸丰年制》款
A PAIR OF MINIATURE GOURD
VASES XIANGFENG MARK
估价：$300 - $500
The gourd body rising from a short foot,
brightly painted with flowers against a bluegreen background, the base with a fourcharacter Xiangfeng mark. H: 7.5cm
起拍：$200

222
19 世纪 剔红花瓶对带底座
A PAIR OF CINNABAR
LACQUER VASES W/STANDS,
19TH C
估价：$1,200 - $1,800
A cinnabar lacquer carved lamp vases,
the body carved in low relief with
scholar figures in a mountainous
landscape, each attached with a fitted
stand. H:60 cm with stands
起拍：$800

224
宋以前 汉白玉狮子摆件
MARBLE CARVED LION, BEFORE SONG
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A marble carved lion in a crouching position, 5cm x 9cm
起拍：$1,200

225
清 青瓷三足大香炉
A CELADON GLAZED TRIPOD INSENSE BURNER QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
One tripod censer of compressed body form with a flared rim, body
embossed with a pattern of Characters, supported on a three short legs,
overall covered with light celadon glaze, D: 22.4 cm, H: 9.5 cm
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起拍：$400

226
明以前 钧窑碗
JUN WARE BOWL, BEFORE YUAN
估价：$500 - $800
A splashed jun ware bowl incurved towards
the rim, covered overall with a blue glaze
splashed with a purple patch on the interior,
the foot rim unglazed, D: 19 cm
起拍：$300

228
红釉水盂双圈款
RED GLAZED
WATERPOT,
DOUBLE RING
MARK

227
清 德化白瓷盖罐
A BLANC-DE-CHINE JAR WITH
COVER, QING

估价：$800 - $1,200
A red glazed waterpot,
of compressed
globular body,
painted with
cherry red colour,
the recessed base
inscribed with double
ring mark, H: 13cm
起拍：$500

估价：$300 - $500
A blanc-de-chine cover jar of the globular
body, moulded with plum blossoms,
two lion faces shaped handles, the cover
moulded with two peaches in the middle, H:
12.5 cm
起拍：$200

229
洪宪款粉彩福寿碗对
A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE SHOU BOWLS HONGXIAN
MARK
估价：$2,500 - $3,500
the deep rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a gently
flared rim, painted with peaches, the base with a four-character
Hongxian mark, comes with fitted wood stands. D: 18.2cm each
起拍：$1,600

230
元 龙泉印花香炉
LONGQUAN INCISED CENSER YUAN
估价：$800 - $1,200
Of sqaure shape, the body rising from four triangle feet, with a round
top rim, body incised with weavy patterns. H: 8.2cm
起拍：$500
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233
明 龙泉花瓣形盘
CELADON GLAZAED DISH, MING
估价：$800 - $1,200
The exterior moudled with vertical petal
shapes. D: 17.8cm

231
宋 龙泉粉青釉箸瓶
LONGQUAN BOTTLE VASE
SONG

232
20 世纪早期 青玉仿古双耳活环瓶
CELADON JADE VASE AND
COVER, EARLY 20TH C.

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Of a pear shape, rising from a short foot
rim, to a flaring mouth rim covered with
celadon galze with stylized cracks. H:
14.6cm

估价：$500 - $800
In lotus flower shape, the body carved
with lotus flower patterns, sides attached
with two dragon head handles, a total of
six rings attached, comes with a fitted
wood stand. H: 15cm without stand

起拍：$1,600

起拍：$300

234
19 世纪仿成化黄地青花碗《大明成化年制》款
BLUE AND YELLOW LOTUS BOWL, 19TH CENTURY
估价：$500 - $800
the curved rounded sides rising from a short foot to a wide flared
rim, painted to the exterior with an undulating lotus scroll, the
interior painted with an encircled lotus flower. H: 6.7cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$500

235
明以前 三彩印泥盒
SANCAI SEAL PASTE BOX, BEFORE MING
估价：$500 - $800
Of round shape, the cover carved with lotus flowers
and patterns, against a black background, the interior
and the base are painted with yellow glaze. D: 10cm
起拍：$300
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237
清 青花高筒瓶一对
A PAIR OF BLUE
AND WHITE
SLEEVE VASES,
LATE QING
估价：$1,200 - $1,800
the cylindrical body
surmounted by a
waisted neck, painted
with landscapes
in cobalt blue. H:
42.3cm

236
均窑鸡心壶
LOTUS-BUD WATER POT

起拍：$800

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Rising from a short foot, attached with a
short straight sprout, opposing a looped
handle, covered in a sky-blue glaze and a
crimson splash. H: 14.8cm
起拍：$600

239
佛像 , 连框
PAINTING
OF BUDDHA,
WITH FRAME

238
19 世纪 浅绛瓷板画
QIANJIANG SCHOOL
PORCELAIN PLAQUE, 19TH C

估价：$2,000 $3,000
A buddha painting
featuring a
gautama buddha
sitting on a lotus
blossom, one hand
in vitarkamudra.
Ink and colour on
paper, framed,
73cmx113cm
without frame
起拍：$1,200

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Painted with a wild goose flying among
mountains, with a calligraphic inscription,
one red seal. 41.3cm x 27cm
起拍：$700
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240
珊瑚，青金石， 和绿松石项链三条
CORAL, LAPIS LAZULI AND
TURQUOISE NECKLACES
估价：$300 - $500
Three coral, lapis lazuli and turquoise necklaces,
perimeter: 58 cm

241
各类饰品一组
A GROUP OF FASHION
ACCESSORIES
估价：$100 - $200
This group of accessories consists of variety
beads, cloisonne butterfly pins, pendant,
hardstone carved buddha, and agate
accessories. largest: 6cm x1cm
起拍：$100

242
长银链嵌宝石
A LONG HARDSTONE
INSERT SILVER CHAIN
估价：$200 - $300
A long silver chain insert with blue
hardstones, mini bells are attached at
each end of the chain, pemimeter: 96
cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$100

244
20 世纪 景泰蓝三件
A PAIR OF CLOISONNE BIRDS AND A WATER POT
,20TH C
估价：$200 - $300
The first a pair of cloisonne bird cover box. L: 9.5cm. The second a
compressed globular waterpot. H: 4cm.
起拍：$100

243
清 鎏金木雕观音
A CHINESE GILT-LACQUERED WOOD
GUANYIN, QING

245
20 世纪 景泰蓝两件
A LARGE CLOISONNE BASIN
AND A VASE, 20TH C

估价：$800 - $1,200
A seating figure of Guanyin on a lotus base, with
both hands resting on legs, wear a loose robe,
overall in gold-brown tone. H: 37.5cm

估价：$200 - $300
The first of a compressed shallow
circular form. W: 24.5cm. The second
of archaic Zun form, supported by
three double gourd feet. H: 21.5cm

起拍：$500

起拍：$100
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
STUNNING ARTS GALLERY AND AUCTION INC AS AGENT
The lots listed in this catalog will be offered by Stunning Arts Gallery
and Auction Inc as owner or as agent for consignor(s) subject to the
following terms and conditions. By bidding at auction you agree to
be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
BEFORE THE AUCTION
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to personally examine
any property in which they are interested before the auction takes
place. All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and neither
Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc nor its consignor(s) makes
any warranties or representations, express or implied with respect to
such lots. No statement, whether written or oral, and whether made
in catalog, or in supplements to the catalog, an advertisement, a
bill of sale, a saleroom posting or announcement, the remarks of an
auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be deemed to create any warranty,
representation or assumption of liability. It is the responsibility of
prospective purchasers to inspect or have inspected each lot upon
which they wish to bid, relying upon their own advisers, and to bid
accordingly.
BIDDING IN THE SALE
Refusal of Admission Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc has the
right, at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises
or participation in any auction and to reject any bid.
Registration before Bidding
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a registration form
and provide identification before bidding. We require bank or other
financial references.
Bidding as Principal
To bid in person, the bidder will need to register for and collect a
numbered paddle before the auction begins. Proof of identity will be
required. Should you be the successful buyer of a lot, please ensure
that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it is your
number that is called out. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name
and address in which the paddle has been registered and cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. When making a bid,
a bidder is accepting personal liability to pay the purchase price,
including the buyer ’s premium, all applicable taxes and all other
applicable charges
Absentee Bids
If the bidder cannot attend the auction, we will be happy to execute
written bids on your behalf. Absentee bids in writing must be
submitted to Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc at least 24 hours
prior to the sale by letter or fax. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest received will take precedence.
Reserves
Each lot may be subject to an unpublished reserve which may be
changed at any time by agreement between the auctioneer and the
consignor.
Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his or her absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding in such a
manner as he or she may decide, to withdraw any lot, and in the
case of error or dispute, and whether during or after the sale, to
determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel
the sale or to re-offer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.

Ar ts Galler y and Auction Inc a buyer ’s premium and the
applicable sales tax added to the final total. Each lot sold is
subject to a premium of 20% of the successful bid price of each
lot up to and including $50,000 and 18% on any amount in
excess of $50,000 as part of the purchase price. Online bidding
is subject to a 23% buyers premium.
Deposit
The contact information provided by the purchase must be
accurate and true. The auctioneer reserves the right to request
a deposit to be provided before bidding and will be used
against any and all purchases made at the auction.
Taxes
Unless exempted by law, the buyer is required to pay HST
on the total purchase price including buyer ’s premium. For
international buyers, taxes are not applicable when purchases
are shipped out of countr y. Items shipped out of Ontario,
the buyer is required to pay taxes as per the tax status of that
province, whether is HST or GST.
Payment
Immediately after the purchase of a lot, the buyer shall pay
or undertake to the satisfaction of the auctioneer with respect
to payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price
requested by the auctioneer, failing which the auctioneer in his
sole discretion may cancel the sale, with or without re-offering
the item for sale.
The buyer shall pay for all lots within 7 business days from the
date of the sale, after which a late charge of 2% per month on
the total invoice may be incurred or the auctioneer, in his sole
discretion, may cancel the sale. The buyer shall not become the
owner of the lot until paid for in full. Items must be removed
within 10 days from the date of sale, after which storage charges
may be incurred.
Each lot purchased, unless the sale is cancelled as above,
shall be held by the auctioneer at his premises or at a public
warehouse at the sole risk of the buyer until fully paid for and
take away.
Payment for purchases must be by cash, INTERAC direct debit
(Canadian clients in person only), certified cheque (U.S. and
Overseas not applicable), bank draft, electronic transfer (fee
applies), and VISA or MASTER or AMERICAN EXPRESS card.
Should the item not be paid for within the time limit stated, the
auctioneer, without limitation of the rights of the consignor and
the auctioneer against the buyer, may resell any of the articles
affected.
SHIPPING
Shipping is provided at the buyers' expense. Stunning Arts
Gallery will provide a list of shippers. The purchased items will
be released with the buyers' written consent and until payment
has been made in full. Shipping, packing and handling is at the
entire risk of the buyer. SAG will have no liability of any loss or
damage to such items.

Successful Bid
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer will be
the purchaser. In the case of a tie bid, the winning bidder will
determined by the auctioneer at his or her sole discretion In
the event of a dispute between bidders, the auctioneer has final
discretion to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer the lot in
dispute.
AFTER THE SALE
Buyer’s Premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to pay Stunning
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竞投出价表 ABSENTEE/TELEPHONE BIDDING FORM

表格应以墨水笔填写，并电邮，邮寄或传真至本公司
FORMS SHOULD BE COMPLETED IN INK AND EMAILED, MAILED, OR FAXED TO THE AUCTION HOUSE

Name:
名字:
Phone:
联系电话:
Address:
地址:
City:
城市:
Credit Card Number：
信用卡号码：
Name on Card:
持卡人姓名：
Billing Address (if different):
账单邮寄地址:
IMPORTANT 重要事项

Telephone
Email:
电子邮件:

Province:
省:

NUMBER 编号

Postal Code:
邮编:
Expiry Date：
到期日期：
CVV:
卡后三位安全码:

DESCRIPTION 名称

MAXIMUM BID 最高竞投价

Please note that the execution of
written and telephone bids is
offered as an additional service for
no extra charge, and at the bidder’s
risk. It is undertaken subject to
Stunning Arts’ other commitments
at the time of auction, Stunning Arts,
therefore cannot accept liability for
failure to place such bids, whether
through negligence or otherwise. 请
注意书面及电话竞投是免费提供
之附加服务，风险由竞投人承
担，而该等服务会在本公司于拍
卖时其他承诺之限下进行；因
此，无论是由于疏忽或其他原因
引致，本公司无需就未能做出该
竞投承担责任。

DEPOSIT 押金
All absentee bidder and telephone
bidder are requested by Stunning
Arts to deliver to Stunning Arts a
deposit of CAD$2,000 or such higher
amount as may be determined by
Stunning Arts, and any financial
references, guarantees and/or such
other security as Stunning Arts may
required in its absolute discretion as
security for the bid. 本公司可要求电
话竞拍者以及最高单价竞拍者完成
预先登记程序及交付本公司 2,000
加币或其他由本公司决定之更大金
额的定金及任何财务状况证明，担
保或/及其他由本公司可全权酌情
决定要求的抵押作为参加本公司竞
投的保障。
The contract between the buyer and
the seller is concluded on the striking
of the auctioneer’s hammer, and
payment of the purchase price for
any lot and any buyer’s expenses is
due 7 business days after the
conclusion of the auction. 买家及卖
家之合约于拍卖官击锤时订立，而
阁下作为买家必须于拍卖会结束后
7 个工作日支付拍卖品之买入价及
任何买家费用。

Absentee

CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$

TELEPHONE NUMBER DURING THE SALE 拍卖联络电话：

FOR WRITTEN/FIXED BIDS 书面竞投


Bids will be executed for the lowest price as is permitted by other bids or reserves. 竞投将以尽可能低之价格进行



Where appropriate your written bids will be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent with the auctioneer’s
bidding increments. 如适当时，阁下之书面竞投价将会被大概调整至最接近拍卖官递增之竞投金额

FOR TELEPHONE BIDS 电话竞投


Please clearly specify the telephone number on which you may be reached at the time of the sale, including the
country code. We will call you from the saleroom shortly before your lot is offered. 请清楚注明于拍卖期间可联络阁
下之电话号码，包括国家号码。我们会于阁下之拍卖品竞投前致电给阁下。

I agree that I am bound by the Condition of Business for Buyer and the Authenticity Guarantee which care published in the
catalogue for the sale on purchases at auction that I make. If any bid is successful, I agree that all sales are subjected to a 20%
buyer’s premium added to the hammer price, 18% on any bids over CAD $ 50,000. 本人同意接受图册内列明之给卖家的规则及
保证书，是次拍卖会上的一切交易均受以上条款所约束。若竞投成功，本人愿意支付附加成交价之上的 20%买家佣金，或
以 50,000 加币以上成交的拍品之 18%的买家佣金。
I consent to the use of this information and any other information obtained by Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction in accordance
with the Guide for Absentee Bidders and Conditions of Business. I am aware that all telephone bid lines may be recorded. 本人同
意 Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction 使用本人资料及根据给委托竞投者指引与给买家业务规则内而取得至其他资料。本人
明白所有电话竞投会被录音。

SIGNED 签署

DATE 日期

Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction INC. │ UNIT 28‐31(P1) 8333 Kennedy Rd., Markham, ON L3R 1J5 │Tel & Fax: 9056048288 │ Email: stunningartsgallery@gmail.com
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